Background Juvenile-onset cataracts are known among the Hutterites of North America. Despite being identified over 30 years ago, this autosomal recessive condition has not been mapped, and the disease gene is unknown.
Introduction
Juvenile cataracts develop in childhood in the crystalline lens that was clear at birth (Francis and Moore 2004) . In the absence of trauma, and particularly when family history, bilaterality, or abnormalities of other organs exist, a genetic etiology for cataracts may be suspected. For example, several inborn errors of galactose metabolism can cause juvenile cataracts, either in isolation (galactokinase deficiency, MIM #230200) or with an overall metabolic phenotype (classical galactosemia, MIM #230400; and galactose epimerase deficiency, MIM #230350). Numerous genetic forms of cataract are known, and both isolated (nonsyndromic) and syndromic forms have been reviewed (Francis et al. 2000; Francis and Moore 2004; Shiels et al. 2010; Shiels and Hejtmancik 2013) .
Lowry and colleagues (Shokeir and Lowry 1985; Pearce et al. 1987 ) described nonsyndromic juvenile cataracts in a single large Hutterite family. Hutterites are an Anabaptist religious isolate living in the northwestern United States and southwestern Canada. Because of both their geographic and social isolation and their common ancestry, the coefficient of inbreeding of Hutterite unions is high (Pearce et al. 1987) . The high coefficient of inbreeding and the pattern of trait segregation led Shokeir and Lowry (1985) to hypothesize autosomal recessive inheritance for the cataract phenotype. In those several reports, age of onset ranged from infancy through school age, mostly between 3 and 7 years. Cataracts were cortical and described as "white" or "opaque," and the time to progression to a mature cataract was rapid (1-3 months). In the two original reports, no other associated eye, body, or cognitive abnormalities were described, although all affected individuals were young at the time of publication. No trauma, infection, or metabolic abnormalities (urinary reducing substances, decreased erythrocyte galactokinase activity) were found. Contemporary surgery was fully corrective, although secondary membrane formation in some individuals necessitated later needling. The phenotype of each individual is described in Table S1 .
The aforementioned family belongs to the Lehrerleut group of Hutterites (Hostetler and Huntington 1980) . Pearce et al. (1987) estimated the carrier frequency for juvenile cataracts in Lehrerleut Hutterites to be high (~0.12); thus, additional cases were anticipated. Yet, no further information about this phenotype, now termed "Hutterite-type cataract" (OMIM %212500), has been published in the last three decades. Of particular importance, no genetic studies have been done to map the phenotype to a chromosomal location, and the causal mutation and disease gene remain unknown.
We performed whole exome sequencing of DNA from three Hutterite individuals with juvenile cataracts and their parents. We used exome data to perform genomewide autozygosity mapping, which localized the disease locus to a 9.5-Mb region of chromosome 6p containing two candidate variants (LEMD2 c.T38G and MUC21 c.665delC). While the LEMD2 variant cosegregated with cataracts in 84 family members (including 17 affected individuals), the MUC21 variant did not. SNP-based fine mapping within the 9.5 Mb linked region confirmed this finding by refining the locus to a 0.5-to 2.9-Mb subregion (6p21.32-p21.31) containing LEMD2 but not MUC21. These data suggest that LEMD2 is the disease gene for Hutterite-type cataract. Intriguingly, we observed that the most common cause of death in individuals with cataracts is sudden cardiac death at an early age, suggesting an association of this phenotype with Hutterite-type cataracts.
Methods Ethical Compliance
Subjects were recruited by the Baylor-Hopkins Center for Mendelian Genomics (http://www.mendelian.org/) and were consented under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research of Baylor College of Medicine (H-29697). The research was compliant with the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and the Declaration of Helsinki.
Subjects
Subjects consisted of 84 Lehrerleut Hutterite individuals from the northwestern United States and southwestern Canada. All individuals with juvenile cataracts have been examined by and/or undergone cataract surgery by an ophthalmologist (T.J.M., R.A.L.).
Whole exome sequencing (WES)
DNA for exome sequencing was extracted from whole blood with the Gentra Puregene Blood Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). DNA from remaining family members was extracted from blood as above or from saliva. Saliva was obtained with the Oragene•DNA OG-575 Assisted Collection Kit (DNA Genotek, Kanata, ON, Canada) and extracted with the prepIT•CD2 Genomic DNA MiniPrep Kit (DNA Genotek) or the prepIT•L2P Reagent (DNA Genotek). Exome sequencing was performed at the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center (HGSC). An Illumina (San Diego, CA) paired end precapture library was constructed with 1 lg of DNA according to the manufacturer's protocol (http://support.illumina.-com/downloads/multiplexing_sample_prep_guide_10053 61.html) with modifications described previously (https:// www.hgsc.bcm.edu/content/protocols-sequencing-libraryconstruction). Precapture libraries were pooled into either (1) 4-plex library pools, then hybridized in solution to the HGSC-designed Core capture reagent (52 Mb; AR-899 samples) (NimbleGen; Madison, WI) (Bainbridge et al. 2011) or (2) 6-plex library pools, then hybridized to the custom VCRome 2.1 capture reagent (42 Mb; AR-900 samples) (NimbleGen) (Bainbridge et al. 2011) according to the manufacturer's protocol (http://www.nimblegen.com/products/ lit/seqcap/ez/) with minor revisions. The sequencing run was performed in paired end mode on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform, with sequencing-by-synthesis reactions extended for 101 cycles from each end and an additional seven cycles for the index read. With sequencing yields of 10.07, 9.66, and 5.23 Gb in samples AR-899-06, AR-899-25, and AR-900-31, the samples achieved over 90% of the targeted exome bases covered to a depth of 209 or greater.
Illumina sequence analysis was performed with the HGSC Mercury analysis pipeline (https://www.hgsc.bcm. edu/software/mercury) that moves data through various analysis tools from the initial sequence generation on the instrument to annotated variant calls (SNPs and intraread indels) (Challis et al. 2012; Reid et al. 2014) . Additional details of the HGSC exome sequencing and analysis pipelines have been described previously (Lupski et al. 2013 ) (https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/software/mercury).
Filtering retained variants that were of high quality, potentially deleterious (missense, nonsense, stop loss, indels, and splice site variants AE5 bp around exons), and rare. A variant was considered appropriately rare if either (1) the variant was not present in the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD; http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/) and the allele frequency was <1% in the NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project (ESP; http://evs.gs.washington.edu/ EVS/), 1000 Genomes Project (1000GP; http:// www.1000genomes.org), and Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC; https://biolincc.nhlbi.nih.gov/studies/aric/) datasets or (2) the variant was present in the HGMD and the allele frequency was <5% in the ESP, 1000GP, and ARIC datasets.
Absence of heterozygosity (AOH) mapping
Regions of AOH (autozygosity) were determined by a transformation of full SNP variant calls from exome sequencing with AgileVariantMapper software (Carr et al. 2013) . Minimum read depth was set at 5, and the heterozygosity cutoff was 25% of reads.
Genotyping the MUC21 c.665delC variant DNA (100 ng) served as PCR substrate in a 25 lL volume containing 0.5 lmol/L of each primer and 1X PCR Master Mix (Promega, Madison, WI). Thermocycler conditions were 95°C for 2 min; 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 57°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 5 min; and 72°C for 5 min. PCR primers are listed in Table S2 . PCR products were separated by gel electrophoresis. Gel bands were extracted with the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA), then Sanger sequenced (Baylor College of Medicine Sequencing Core, Houston, TX) with the MUC21 F2 primer (mutation detection) or MUC21 R2 primer (to complete the amplicon's sequence).
Genotyping the LEMD2 c.T38G mutation and SNPs used in mapping PCR of the LEMD2 variant was performed similarly to PCR of the MUC21 variant, with the following alteration to the thermocycler protocol: 95°C for 2 min; 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 57°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 3 min; and 72°C for 5 min. PCR primers are listed in Table S2 . PCR products were treated with ExoStar (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK), then sequenced as described above using either forward or reverse PCR primers.
Cloning
Cloning utilized gel-purified PCR products and the TOPO TA Cloning Kit for Sequencing (Life Technologies; Carlsbad, CA). Cloned PCR products were isolated via the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen) and sequenced with M13 forward and reverse primers (Table S2) .
LOD score calculation
Two-point linkage analysis was completed with FAS-TLINK software after consanguineous loops were broken (Cottingham et al. 1993) . A recessive model with 100% penetrance for cataract and no phenocopies was utilized (i.e., AA, Aa, and aa with penetrances of 0.00, 0.00, and 1.00, respectively).
Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH)
Array-based copy-number variant (CNV) analysis was performed with a genome-wide Agilent (Santa Clara, CA) 1M probe oligonucleotide CGH array (format = G4824A; design ID = 02159;~1 probe per 3 kb). Array CGH procedures followed manufacturer's instructions with modifications described previously (Gonzaga-Jauregui et al. 2010 ). The hybridization control was gender mismatched. Array image files were processed with Agilent Feature Extraction software (version 10) based on genome version hg19, and CNVs called with Agilent Genomic Workbench software (version 7).
CNV analysis of exome data
Whole exome sequencing data were transformed into per exon read depth (reads per thousand base pairs per million reads; RPKM). Homozygous deletions were called in all nine exome-sequenced individuals with 4115 other samples as controls, based on the following criteria: (1) exons with 0 or a low number of reads (RPKM < 0.5) were identified; (2) common deletions (≥0.5% in the whole cohort) and low-quality deletions (≥99% of samples did not have an RPKM > 1 in the candidate exon) were removed; (3) to fit with an autosomal recessive model, deletions were retained only if they overlapped with an AOH region (>0.5 Mb), calculated separately with WES data; (4) calls from consecutive exons were merged; (5) low-quality samples with >10 homozygous/hemizygous deletions were removed.
Quantitative RT-PCR
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed with SYBR Green (Qiagen) chemistry in an ABI VIIA7 System (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK). The Lemd2 (mouse) and LEMD2 (human) RT-PCR primers (Table S2 ) produced amplicons of 138 and 137 bp, respectively. Gapdh/GAPDH was used as an endogenous control gene for normalization across samples. qRT-PCR was performed in quadruplicate according to the recommendations of the manufacturer (Qiagen), and the data were analyzed by comparison of DDCt.
In silico analysis of LEMD2 and MUC21 
Results
Four Hutterite pedigrees demonstrate autosomal recessive juvenile cataracts
The proband (AR-899-06), an 8-year-old Lehrerleut Hutterite boy, presented at age 7 with sequential cataracts in each eye occurring about 5 months apart. The cataracts were characterized by a diffuse, white haze that extended from the posterior face of the lens anteriorly to approximately the central plane of the lens (see Table S1 for additional description). Each cataract was extracted without complications. He had no other health problems. The proband's first cousin once removed (AR-899-25) and three paternal uncles (deceased) also had cataracts presenting in childhood (Fig. 1A) . From this initial pedigree (AR-899), we identified three additional Hutterite pedigrees (AR-900A, AR-900C, AR-900) containing individuals with juvenile cataracts (Figs. 1B, 1C, 2). AR-900 is the family reported by Lowry and colleagues in the initial reports of Hutterite-type cataract (Shokeir and Lowry 1985; Pearce et al. 1987) . Age of cataract presentation was mostly between 3 and 7 years, although one individual presented at age~26. All pedigrees are consistent with autosomal recessive inheritance. Individuals in several pedigrees have died of sudden, apparently arrhythmogenic events in the third through fifth decades of life, and others have cardiac disease; the genetic etiology/ies of these phenotypes remain undetermined. Remarkably, of seven individuals with cataracts who have died, six experienced sudden cardiac death at an early age. Additional phenotypic data are presented as Table S1 .
No prior genetic testing has been performed to establish the cause of cataracts, although some individuals in AR-900 have had biochemical testing to exclude galactosemia/galactokinase deficiency (Shokeir and Lowry 1985; Pearce et al. 1987) (Table S1 ). We obtained DNA from 84 individuals, including 17 with juvenile cataracts, 22 obligate carriers, and 45 additional healthy family members. Neither extracted lens tissue nor preoperative slit lamp photobiomicrographs are available.
Autozygosity mapping of the cataract locus to chromosome 6p
DNA samples from three subjects with cataracts (AR-899-06, AR-899-25, and AR-900-31) and each of their parents (AR-899-01/02, AR-899-21/22, and AR-900-23/24) were subjected to whole exome sequencing (Fig. 3A) . As the disease-causing mutation for an autosomal recessive condition in a consanguineous pedigree is expected to fall within a region of autozygosity, we first used exome data to perform genome-wide autozygosity mapping (Fig. 3B ). This identified a 9.5-Mb autozygous region on chromosome 6 (approximately chr6:25,500,000-35,000,000) shared by all three affected individuals and absent from their healthy parents (Fig. 3C ). This is the sole such region in the genome (Fig. S1 ), indicating that Hutteritetype cataracts map to 6p22.2-p21.31. With the exception of NEU1, the disease gene for neuraminidase deficiency (OMIM #256550; may include cataracts as a minor feature), there are no known cataract genes nor mapped cataract loci within this region (UCSC Genome Browser OMIM Track, UCSC 2015; Cat-Map, Shiels et al. 2010) . Of interest, this genomic interval contains the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) in which recombination is known to be suppressed (Vandiedonck and Knight 2009 ) (see Discussion).
Exome sequencing identifies two candidate variants
Candidate variants were identified in two stages: First, we retained rare, homozygous alleles shared by the three affected individuals and removed variants that were also homozygous in any of the six healthy parents (Fig. 3D ). Only a single variant satisfied these filtering criteria: MUC21 c.665delC, a homozygous single-base deletion at position chr6:30,954,617 (hg19) in the gene encoding mucin 21 (MUC21). MUC21 is not a known disease gene, and the c.665delC variant has not been reported previously nor previously been identified in the Baylor-Hopkins Center for Mendelian Genomics (BHCMG) database. In the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC; Beta version 0.2) database, which contains variants identified among 60,657 exomes, c.665delC is rare (allele frequency = 0.000166), always heterozygous, and European specific (Exome Aggregation Consortium 2014). By conceptual translation, this is a frameshift mutation occurring at amino acid 222, predicted to add 220 aberrant amino acids to the MUC21 protein (p.Ala222Valfs*221) before premature truncation in exon 2 of 3 (Figs. S2-S3). A second stage was implemented to identify variants that may have evaded sequencing in one or more samples, particularly as the AR-899 and AR-900 samples were captured on different platforms (AR-899 samples were acquired several years earlier). This parallel filtering scheme retained rare, homozygous variants within the 9.5 Mb linked region present in either AR-899-06 and AR-899-25 or in AR-900-31 (Fig. 3D ). This strategy yielded LEMD2 c.T38G, a homozygous variant at position chr6:33,756,856 (hg19) identified only in AR-900-31 (the affected individual sequenced with a more recent capturing technology). LEMD2 is not a known disease gene, and the c.T38G variant has not been reported previously nor been identified previously in the BHCMG database or ExAC database. The allele was not found in any individual in the 1000 Genomes Project data (http:// www.1000genomes.org) nor in the Exome Sequencing Project database (ESP; http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/). By conceptual translation, this is a nonsynonymous substitution at amino acid 13, predicted to change a conserved leucine to arginine within the LEM domain of LEMD2 (p.Leu13Arg) (Fig. 4) . High GC content (76%) within this exon likely contributed to reduced capture efficiency and low coverage in the AR-899 samples (Bainbridge et al. 2010 (Bainbridge et al. , 2011 . To determine whether whole exome sequencing was sufficient to detect variants within the linkage region, we computed the sequence read depth within and adjacent to the described linkage region, and found that 95.9% of the exons within chromosome 6:24,000,000-36,000,000 were covered by WES in at least one of the three samples at a read depth of 209 or greater (Fig. S4) . While the cataract mutation is expected to be a homozygous variant on account of the overall Hutterite population history and the substantial consanguinity in the pedigrees presented here, we also performed an analysis for compound heterozygous variants similar to our first stage analysis above. No rare, potentially compound heterozygous variants are shared by the three affected individuals.
LEMD2 c.T38G cosegregates with Hutteritetype cataract in 84 of 84 individuals from four families The MUC21 and LEMD2 variants both fall within the 9.5 Mb linked region on chromosome 6p (Fig. 3E) , and both are homozygous, potentially damaging, and rare. Thus, additional studies were needed to determine which is the likely causal variant for Hutterite-type cataract. MUC21 c.665delC (Fig. S2) and LEMD2 c.T38G (Fig. 4) were first genotyped in a single trio each, confirming their presence and proper zygosity. Sequencing a complete mutant amplicon of MUC21 ensured that the reading frame is not restored upstream or downstream of this potential frameshift allele in exon 2 (Fig. S5) . LEMD2 c.T38G cosegregated perfectly with the cataract phenotype in a total of 84 individuals from four Hutterite families (Fig. 5) ; it is homozygous in 17 of 17 individuals with cataracts, heterozygous in 22 of 22 obligate carriers, and heterozygous or absent in 45 of 45 remaining family members (LOD = 9.62; one monozygotic twin pair is counted as a single birth/individual). Contrastingly, MUC21 c.665delC does not cosegregate perfectly with cataracts (Fig. S6) ; one healthy individual (AR-900-57) is also homozygous for MUC21 c.665delC. This individual was examined by portable biomicroscopy (R.A.L.) at age 47 years and his lenses are each normal for his age. The reading frame of MUC21 is not restored upstream or downstream in exon 2 in this individual (data not shown).
SNP-based fine mapping further supports LEMD2 -and excludes MUC21 -as the Hutterite-type cataract disease gene
The above genotyping data support LEMD2, but not MUC21, as a candidate disease gene for Hutterite-type cataract. To confirm this finding and to map the Hutterite-type cataract locus more finely, we performed SNPbased fine mapping of the 9.5 Mb region linked to cataracts. Sixteen SNPs spanning the region were selected based on WES data, such that each SNP would be informative ( Fig. 6A ; Table S3 ). Genotyping of each SNP in all 17 affected individuals demonstrated homozygosity of the entire 9.5 Mb linked region, with boundaries determined by recombinations on either side (Fig. 6B) . Individual AR-900-57, while homozygous for the majority of SNPs in the region, possesses an informative recombination that renders him heterozygous for two SNPs toward its centromeric side (Fig. 6C) . These SNPs thus define a subregion of 0.5-2.9 Mb (6p21.32-p21.31; minimum interval chr6:33384473-33851052, maximum interval chr6:32557483-35479574) in which zygosity differs between AR-900-57 and the affected individuals. As LEMD2, but not MUC21, is within this narrower linked region, the data support LEMD2 as a candidate gene for Hutterite-type cataract, while excluding MUC21.
LEMD2 is a promising candidate gene
To appraise whether LEMD2 exhibits the characteristics of a disease gene, we again queried the ExAC database. While a number of LEMD2 variants exist among the 60,657 ExAC exomes, loss-of-function variants (LoF) are rare (Fig. S7) , as may be expected for a candidate disease gene. Only five LoF variants were identified among the ExAC exomes (Table S4) (q 2 = 1.71E-8, or approximately 1 in 58 million). To confirm the rarity of LEMD2 LoF mutations, we queried approximately 5700 exomes sequenced in the Baylor Miraca Genetics Laboratories (Yang et al. 2014 ) and approximately 4500 exomes sequenced as part of the BHCMG (Bamshad et al. 2012) ; no additional homozygous or compound heterozygous LoF variants were found in either database. We queried several in silico tools to predict the pathogenicity of the p.Leu13Arg variant in LEMD2. This variant is predicted to be damaging by SIFT (score = 0) (Ng and Henikoff 2003; Kumar et al. 2009 ), probably damaging by PolyPhen2 (score = 0.999) (Adzhubei et al. 2010) , and disease causing by MutationTaster2 (score = 102) (Schwarz et al. 2014 ). The PHRED-scaled score for the p.Leu13Arg LEMD2 variant, computed with combined annotation-dependent depletion (CADD) is 26.8, indicating that the predicted deleteriousness of this variant ranks between the top 0.1% and 1.0% of single nucleotide or indel variants within the human genome (Kircher et al. 2014) .
To determine whether LEMD2 is expressed in lens, and therefore potentially important for lens development or function, we queried two gene expression databases. In the iSYTE browser (Lachke et al. 2012) , LEMD2 is among the minority of genes in the 2.9 Mb linked region to be expressed in developing mouse lens (Fig. S8 ). This finding is replicated in data from newborn mouse lens (Hoang et al. 2014) (Table S5) . By RT-PCR, we identified consistent expression of Lemd2 in mouse lenses in two strains (FVB/NJ and B57/6J) across various pre-and postnatal time points (Fig. S9) . Additionally, RT-PCR revealed expression of LEMD2 in human whole lens and two lens compartments, as well as in the FHL124 lens epithelium cell line (Fig. S9) .
CNV analysis
Copy-number variants (CNVs; i.e., large deletions or duplications) are not identified by standard exome sequencing analysis. To investigate the possibility that a causal CNV was overlooked, we utilized two complementary modalities to identify CNVs within the 9.5 Mb region linked to cataracts. First, a 1M probe genome-wide comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) array was applied to DNA from one affected individual, AR-899-06. A single CNV was detected within the linked region: a low-copy repeat (LCR)-mediated duplication in homozygous form (Fig. S10 ). This CNV includes the centromeric half of MICA, the entirety of HCP5 and HCG26, and the telomeric half of MICB (Fig. S10B ). This CNV is common in human genome databases in the heterozygous state (MacDonald et al. 2014) and is outside of the narrow mapped interval at 6p21.32-p21.31.
As the above array CGH assay has the power to detect only CNVs >~10 kb in size, we also performed CNV analysis of exome data, a potentially higher resolution approach. Using an algorithm designed to detect homozygous and hemizygous deletions, we found that the three affected individuals shared no such deletion (Fig. S10E-F) .
Mutations in DSC2 do not explain sudden cardiac death in the majority of sibships
Six of seven individuals experiencing sudden cardiac death had cataracts as children (AR-899 and AR-900 sibships 1, 3, and 5), while one (AR-900 sibship 2) did not (Fig. 5) . To explain this phenomenon, we considered the possibility that the deceased individual in AR-900 sibship 2 possesses a distinct genetic form of sudden death.
DSC2, mapping to chromosome 18, is the gene for arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia 11 (OMIM #610476). Gerull et al. described DSC2 mutations (c.C1660T; p.Q554X) in Hutterite individuals with cardiac phenotypes (Gerull et al. 2013) , including individuals in AR-900 sibship 2 (Fig. S11) . We genotyped this variant in parents of individuals who died suddenly, as well as one individual experiencing sudden death (AR-900-62). This variant is absent in AR-900-62 and in obligate carrier parents from three of five affected sibships (AR-899 and AR-900 sibships 1 and 5; Fig. S11 ). Only in AR-900 sibship 2, as previously reported by Gerull et al. (2013) , are parents each heterozygous and a homozygous individual with a cardiac phenotype is found. AR-900 sibship 3 also contains a single carrier parent (AR-900-13), (black) and heterozygosity (yellow) were determined from exome variant calls using AgileVariantMapper software (Carr et al. 2013) . Dotted lines demarcate a 9.5-Mb autozygous region on chromosome 6 (6p22.2-p21.31) shared by all three affected individuals and absent from their healthy parents, the only such region in the genome (see Fig. S1 ). (D) To identify candidate mutations, exome data were first filtered to include only homozygous variants unique to all three affected individuals (consistent with autosomal recessive inheritance). A single variant, MUC21 c.665delC, satisfied these criteria. To identify variants that may have evaded sequencing in one or more samples, particularly as the AR-899 and AR-900 samples were captured on different platforms (AR-899 samples were acquired several years earlier), we performed a parallel filtering scheme to identify homozygous variants within the 9.5 Mb linked region in either the AR-899 affecteds or AR-900-31. This strategy yielded LEMD2 c.T38G, a variant identified only in AR-900-31. (E) Both MUC21 and LEMD2 fall within the 9.5 Mb linked region on chromosome 6p. although the other parent (AR-900-12) is not a carrier of the pathogenic DSC2 variant. These data indicate that the previously described DSC2 variant may explain sudden cardiac death only in AR-900 sibship 2. In contrast, the p.Leu13Arg LEMD2 variant is present in a heterozygous state in all remaining obligate carrier parents (AR-899 and AR-900 sibships 1, 3, and 5; Fig. 5 ). This variant is also present in a homozygous state in AR-900-62, for (Brachner et al. 2005) . (E) The leucine residue at position 13 (red) of LEMD2 is conserved across species (adapted from UCSC Genome Browser, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). (F) The leucine residue at position 13 (red) is conserved across 5 of 6 LEM domain-containing proteins in humans, and replaced by isoleucine in ANKLE2. . SNP-based fine mapping refines the linked interval to a 0.5-to 2.9-Mb region containing LEMD2 but not MUC21. To map the Hutterite cataract locus more finely and to confirm an association with LEMD2, we performed SNP-based fine mapping of the 9.5 Mb chromosome 6p region identified by autozygosity mapping. (A) Sixteen genotypable cSNPs span the region, named by the gene in which they reside (see Table S3 for dbSNP IDs). MUC21 and LEMD2 are also shown. (B) Genotyping of each SNP in all 17 affected individuals demonstrates homozygosity (gray) of the entire 9.5 Mb region, with boundaries determined by recombinations on either side (purple). Genotypes are shown for the mapping SNPs, MUC21 c.665, and LEMD2 c.38, spaced evenly and in genomic order. (C) Unaffected individual AR-900-57, while homozygous for the majority of SNPs in the region, is heterozygous for SNPs in CUTA and DQ580984, and LEMD2 c.T38G. This defines a linked interval of 0.5-2.9 Mb (6p21.32-p21.31; see A) and supports LEMD2 as a candidate gene for Hutterite-type cataract. whom juvenile cataracts and sudden cardiac death cooccurred. Postmortem examination of individual AR-900-62 demonstrated myocardial scarring and fibrosis of the lateral left ventricle free wall in the setting of normally distributed coronary arteries and no detectable coronary thrombi or vascular lesions.
Discussion
Hutterite-type cataracts are autosomal recessive juvenile cataracts observed among the Hutterites of North America. Despite being identified nearly 30 years ago, the phenotype has been described in only a single pedigree and has not been investigated previously at either the genetic mapping or genomic sequencing level.
Hutterite-type cataracts map to a 9.5-Mb region on chromosome 6p containing two candidate variants
We identified four Hutterite families with multiple individuals affected by juvenile-onset cataracts. Exome sequencing of three trios allowed autozygosity mapping, which localized the phenotype to a 9.5-Mb autozygous region on chromosome 6p22.2-p21.31. This is the sole such region in the genome and contains no known isolated cataract genes nor mapped cataract loci, confirming that the Hutterite-type cataract locus is a novel cataract locus. No potentially disease-causing CNVs were identified in this region. Of note, a potential limitation of mapping by exome sequencing is that a nongenic or poorly sequenced region linked to a phenotype may not be discovered. However, the extremely high LOD score (9.62) of the LEMD2 candidate variant (see below) suggests that this portion of 6p -to the exclusion of other regions of the genome -is in the sole region linked to cataracts. Exome variant-level data were subsequently mined, identifying two candidate variants: MUC21 c.665delC, a predicted frameshift variant, and LEMD2 c.T38G, a missense mutation of a conserved nucleotide in a key domain of LEMD2. As both variants are within the 9.5 Mb linked region on chromosome 6p, and both are homozygous, potentially damaging, and rare, additional studies were needed to determine which is the likely causal variant for Hutterite-type cataract.
The LEMD2 mutation cosegregates perfectly with Hutterite-type cataract MUC21 c.665delC and LEMD2 c.T38G were genotyped in four large Hutterite-type cataract families. LEMD2 c.T38G cosegregated perfectly with the cataract phenotype in a total of 84 individuals including 17 of 17 individuals with cataracts (LOD = 9.62). This supports LEMD2 as the Hutterite-type cataract disease gene. Contrastingly, MUC21 c.665delC does not cosegregate perfectly with cataracts, making it less likely that MUC21 is the cataract gene.
Fine mapping maps Hutterite-type cataract to a <3 Mb subregion including LEMD2 SNP-based fine mapping of chromosome 6p22.2-p21.31 revealed that all 17 affected individuals were homozygous for the entire 9.5 Mb linked region. This region contains the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), which exhibits variable (Miretti et al. 2005) and, on average, increased (Cullen et al. 2002) linkage disequilibrium, leading to conserved, extended haplotypes in some individuals (Yunis et al. 2003; Vandiedonck and Knight 2009) . This may explain the lack of informative recombinants among the 17 affected subjects. However, an informative recombination was found in AR-900-57, suggesting that the Hutterite-type cataract gene resides within a 0.5-to 2.9-Mb subregion containing LEMD2 but not MUC21 and strengthening the candidacy of LEMD2 as the disease gene.
Sudden death
Six individuals who had cataracts as children have died suddenly at an early age (22, 23, 26, 34, 37, and 42 years) . This is a novel observation. Some members of AR-900 have been found to have a mutation in DSC2 (c.C1660T) (Gerull et al. 2013 ), and we find that Sanger sequencing for this variant in obligate carrier parents of the sudden cardiac death phenotype confirms the presence of the DSC2 c.C1660T variant in AR-900 sibship 2, for which sudden cardiac death in the absence of juvenile cataracts has been reported. However, we excluded the presence of homozygous DSC2 c.C1660T in all sibships for which sudden death and cataracts co-occur, confirming that an alternative genetic etiology (e.g., juvenile cataracts and sudden death are both caused by mutations in LEMD2) exists. Although there are 16 individuals predicted to be at risk for a sudden cardiac event based on their history of juvenile cataracts, variable age of onset and reduced penetrance are well-known features of inherited cardiomyopathies (Teekakirikul et al. 2013) , and only three of these individuals have surpassed the age of the oldest individual (AR-900-62) reported to have both cataracts and sudden cardiac death.
LEMD2
LEM (LAP2, emerin, MAN1) domain-containing proteins localize to the inner nuclear membrane, interact with the nuclear lamina, and are involved in nuclear membrane organization (Lin et al. 2000; Cai et al. 2001; Laguri et al. 2001) . The LEM domain is conserved across species including D. melanogaster and C. elegans, and shared among the human proteins LEMD2, emerin, MAN1 (encoded by LEMD3), LAP2 (encoded by TMPO), ANKLE1, and ANKLE2 (Harris et al. 1994; Furukawa et al. 1995; Berger et al. 1996; Dechat et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2000) . LEMD2, or LEM domain-containing protein 2, is a ubiquitously expressed 503-amino acid protein encoded by LEMD2 (previously NET25) and consisting of an N-terminal LEM domain, a C-terminal MSC (MAN1-Src1p Cterminal) domain, and two transmembrane domains (Brachner et al. 2005; Huber et al. 2009) . LEMD2 itself has been demonstrated to localize to the nuclear envelope, and its N-terminal and transmembrane domains are required for this localization (Brachner et al. 2005) . We now describe an association between a homozygous LEMD2 missense (p.Leu13Arg) variant affecting a highly conserved residue of the LEM domain and a phenotype of Hutterite-type juvenile cataracts associated with sudden cardiac death.
LEMD2 has been proposed as a novel disease gene candidate based on the role of several nuclear envelope-associated genes in human diseases, particularly laminopathies and muscular dystrophies (Brachner et al. 2005; Huber et al. 2009 ). Of particular relevance is the relationship between LEMD2, emerin, and A-type lamins. The nuclear envelope itself includes the nuclear lamina composed of lamin intermediate filaments, the inner and outer membranes, and the nuclear pore complexes. The dysfunction of the nuclear envelope can lead to a variety of phenotypes, including abnormalities in muscle function and cardiac arrhythmia (Worman and Bonne 2007; MendezLopez and Worman 2012) . Both LEMD2 and emerin have been shown to interact directly with A-type lamins, which are necessary for their proper localization to the inner nuclear membrane, providing a basis for overlapping phenotypes among these proteins (Sullivan et al. 1999; Clements et al. 2000; Vaughan et al. 2001; Holaska et al. 2003; Brachner et al. 2005) . All three proteins are required for myogenesis, and overexpression of LEMD2 can rescue impaired myogenic differentiation caused by emerin expression knockdown in vitro, suggesting overlapping functions -and perhaps overlapping phenotypes -for these two proteins (Frock et al. 2006; Huber et al. 2009 ). Pathogenic variants in EMD, the gene encoding emerin, cause X-linked Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) affecting both skeletal and cardiac muscle, resulting in cardiac conduction defects that may lead to sudden cardiac death (Bione et al. 1994) . A more recent study of patients with EDMD or similar phenotypes demonstrated an association between muscular dystrophy and pathogenic variants in SUN1 and SUN2, which encode SUN proteins that localize to the inner nuclear membrane and form part of the LINC (Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) complex (Padmakumar et al. 2005; Crisp et al. 2006; Haque et al. 2006; Meinke et al. 2014) . Human variation in LMNA, the gene encoding lamin A and lamin C, has been associated with numerous phenotypes, including Emery-Dreifuss and other forms of muscular dystrophy, dilated cardiomyopathy, neuropathy, Hutchinson-Gilford progeria, and lipodystrophy (Worman and Bonne 2007). These findings provide strong support for the role of LEMD2 in cardiac development, cardiomyopathy, and sudden cardiac death. Lemd2 is required for mouse development, and mice homozygous for a disrupted Lemd2 allele are embryonic lethal by E11.5 (Tapia et al. 2015) . Studies of these embryos at E10.5 demonstrated a thin myocardium with underdeveloped trabeculae, consistent with a role for LEMD2 in cardiac development (Tapia et al. 2015) .
The downstream effects of loss of LEMD2 provide some evidence for a connection between LEMD2 and cataract development. Downregulation of mouse Lemd2 by RNAi in myoblast cultures resulted in increased phosphorylation of MAP kinases Erk1/2 and Jnk, and this regulatory interaction was dependent on the N terminus of Lemd2, which includes the LEM domain (Tapia et al. 2015) . The MAP kinase pathway is known to play a role in cataract development, and transgenic mice expressing a constitutively active form of MEK1, an upstream activator of Erk1/2, develop cataracts and macrophthalmia (Gong et al. 2001) . More recent functional studies demonstrated that ERK activation is required for lens fiber differentiation (Le and Musil 2001; Lovicu and McAvoy 2001; Golestaneh et al. 2004) . These findings are consistent with a role for LEMD2, and in particular the LEM domain of LEMD2, in cardiomyopathy and cataract development. Lens gene expression databases and RT-PCR experiments in the present study confirm the expression of Lemd2 and LEMD2 in mouse and human lenses, respectively.
Our report of a pathogenic LEMD2 variant involving a highly conserved leucine residue that is conserved across human LEM domain-containing proteins (Fig. 4E-F ) (Brachner et al. 2005) provides additional support for the candidacy of LEMD2 as a novel disease gene. The c.T38G mutation is predicted to be damaging, mutating a conserved nucleotide in the LEM domain of LEMD2. Commensurate with the rarity of nonsyndromic juvenile cataracts (Wirth et al. 2002) , loss-of-function (LoF) variants in LEMD2 are extremely uncommon, and homozygous or compound heterozygous LoF LEMD2 variants have not been reported outside of the extended Hutterite family currently under study.
Mucin 21
Mucin genes code for cell surface or secreted proteins important for epithelial function and overexpressed in some carcinomas (e.g., MUC16, which codes for CA-125). Mucin proteins contain a single-pass transmembrane domain, a long mucin domain projecting outside of the cell, and a signal peptide (Fig. S2D) . The mucin domain consists of a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR), each repeat being of fixed length within a given mucin (to maintain reading frame) but often of variable sequence. The mucin domain becomes heavily O-glycosylated, allowing for the hydration/gel formation exemplified by mucus, of which mucins are a part and from which they derive their name. While our data rule out MUC21 from being the gene for Hutterite-type cataract, it is interesting that no obvious clinical phenotype results from the homozygous c.665delC variant, a predicted frameshift allele in the mucin domain VNTR of MUC21.
MUC21 was identified as the likely ortholog of the gene coding for epiglycanin (Itoh et al. 2008 ), a murine cellsurface mucin identified in mouse mammary carcinoma TA3-Ha cells (Codington et al. 1972 (Codington et al. , 1975 . TA3-Ha cells are capable of allogeneic growth (Friberg 1972) , proposed to result from epiglycanin preventing detection by immune cells (summarized by Itoh et al. 2008) . This intriguingly suggests the potential of tumor protective properties of human MUC21 knockouts (e.g., the homozygous c.665delC subjects presented here). Whether this or any other unnoticed phenotype exists in these individuals is a possible line of future investigation.
Summary
We performed a genetic study of Hutterite-type cataract. Whole exome sequencing data enabled genome-wide autozygosity mapping, which localized the disease locus to a 9.5 Mb region of chromosome 6p containing two candidate variants (LEMD2 c.T38G and MUC21 c.665delC). While the LEMD2 variant cosegregated perfectly with cataracts, the MUC21 variant did not. SNPbased fine mapping within the 9.5 Mb linked region confirmed this finding by refining the locus to a 0.5-to 2.9-Mb subregion (6p21.32-p21.31) containing LEMD2 but not MUC21. The mutation in LEMD2 is predicted to disrupt a conserved position of a key domain, and LEMD2 is expressed in the lens. These data suggest that LEMD2 is the disease gene for Hutterite-type cataract. Finally, we observed that the most common cause of death in individuals with cataracts is sudden cardiac death at an early age, suggesting an association of this phenotype with Hutterite-type cataracts.
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